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estimated to increase more than threefold (~131 million) by 2050.
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is one of the major causative factors to
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induce progressive dementia. AD is a neurodegenerative disease, and
its pathogenesis has been attributed to extracellular aggregates of
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amyloid β (Aβ) plaques and intracellular neuroﬁbrillary tangles made
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of hyperphosphorylated τ-protein in cortical and limbic areas of the
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human brain. It is characterized by memory loss and progressive
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neurocognitive dysfunction. The anomalous processing of APP by βsecretases and γ-secretases leads to production of Aβ40 and Aβ42 monomers, which further
oligomerize and aggregate into senile plaques. The disease also intensiﬁes through infectious
agents like HIV. Additionally, during disease pathogenesis, the presence of high
concentrations of Aβ peptides in central nervous system initiates microglial inﬁltration. Upon
coming into vicinity of Aβ, microglia get activated, endocytose Aβ, and contribute toward
their

clearance

via

TREM2

surface

receptors,

simultaneously

triggering

innate

immunoresponse against the aggregation. In addition to a detailed report on causative factors
leading to AD, the present review also discusses the current state of the art in AD
therapeutics and diagnostics, including labeling and imaging techniques employed as contrast
agents for better visualiza- tion and sensing of the plaques. The review also points to an
urgent need for nanotechnology as an efﬁcient therapeutic strategy to increase the
bioavailability of drugs in the central nervous system.
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INTRODUCTION
Alzheimer’s disease (AD) is a neurodegenerative and prominent protein- conformational
disease (PCD)[1,2] primarily caused by the aberrant processing and polymerization of
normally soluble proteins.[3] When misfolded, soluble neuronal proteins attain altered
conformations, due to genetic mutation, external factors, or aging, and aggregate, leading to
abnormal neuronal functions and loss.[4] AD’s discovery as a neurodegenerative disease is
attributed to Alois Alzheimer, a German neurologist who examined a 51-year-old woman
named Auguste Deter, who was suffering with loss of memory, language, disorientation, and
hallucina- tions. Her autopsy revealed plaques and tangles in the cerebral cortex,[5] which
convinced him that this went beyond typical dementia. His discovery was followed by further
research that revealed the presence of neuritic amyloid β (Aβ) plaques in dementia patients.[6]
Young onset of the disease is attributed to predisposition to PS1 genetic mutation, which is a
rare but potent cause.[7] Other neurodegenerative diseases associated with abnormal protein
conformations are Parkinson’s disease, Creutzfeldt–Jakob disease, Huntington’s disease, and
Machado–Joseph disease, which are caused by abnormalities in the α-synuclein, Cellular
Prion protein (PrPc), Scrapie prion protein (PrP- Sc), Htt, and Ataxin3 proteins, respectively.
Upon under- standing the causal factors and pathogenesis mechanism of the disease, it
becomes of the utmost importance to address such ﬁelds as AD mechanisms, pathogenesis,
and diagnosis, and ﬁnally how to design novel therapeutics against it (Figure 1).
Diagnostic and imaging techniques include nanoparti- cle (NP)-based sensitive early-phase
detection of AD bio- markers like Aβ and τ in cerebrospinal ﬂuid (CSF) samples from
patients. Nanomaterials can also be used as contrast agents for imaging aggregated Aβ
plaques. It is imperative to understand the role of NPs in increasing the efﬁcacy and
bioavailability of the drug across the blood– brainbarrier (BBB) into the central nervous
system (CNS). This review includes a detailed analysis of the pathogenic pathway leading
toward full-blown AD, addresses current diagnostics and therapeutics available, and
emphasizes the potential role of nanotechnology in therapeutics against disease progression.
AD pathogenesis
The ﬁeld of research toward understanding AD pathogenesis and designing efﬁcient therapies
is vast. AD is a highly complex and progressive neurodegenerative disease.[8] It is one of the
leading cause of dementia cases globally. In the US alone, approximately 5.3 million Americans
have AD, of which 5.1 million are aged 65 years or older and 200,000 have younger-onset
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AD.[9] Reported histopathological char- acteristics of AD are extracellular aggregates of Aβ
plaques and intracellular aggregations of neuroﬁbrillary tangles (NFTs), composed of
hyperphosphorylated microtubule- associated τ. Aβ plaques develop initially in basal, temporal,
and orbitofrontal neocortex regions of the brain and in later stages progress throughout the
neocortex, hippocampus, amygdala, diencephalon, and basal ganglia. In critical cases, Aβ is
found throughout the mesencephalon, lower brain stem, and cerebellar cortex as well. This
concentration of Aβ triggers τ-tangle formation, which is found in the locus coeruleus and
transentorhinal and entorhinal areas of the brain. In the critical stage, it spreads to the
hippocampus and neocortex.[10] Aβ and NFTs are considered the major players in disease
progression, and this review focuses on the cause, pathogenesis, and factors associated with
progres- sion of AD.
Amyloid β and AD pathogenesis
Amyloid pathogenesis starts with altered cleavage of amyloid precursor protein (APP), an
integral protein on the plasma membrane, by β-secretases (BACE1) and γ-secretases to pro- duce
insoluble Aβ ﬁbrils. Aβ then oligomerizes, diffuses into synaptic clefts, and interferes with
synaptic signaling.[11,12] Consequently, it polymerizes into insoluble amyloid ﬁbrils that aggregate
into plaques. This polymerization leads to acti- vation of kinases, which leads to
hyperphosphorylation of the microtubule-associated τ protein, and its polymerization into
insoluble NFTs. The aggregation of plaques and tangles is followed by microglia recruitment
surrounding plaques. This promotes microglial activation and local inﬂammatory response, and
contributes to neurotoxicity.

Figure 1: Overview of ﬁelds of research that need to be elucidated to understand the
pathophysiology of Alzheimer’s disease and develop therapeutic strategies against it.
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Structure and function of APP
APP belongs to a family of associated proteins that includes mammalian amyloid precursor like
proteins (APLP1 and APLP2), and Amyloid precursor protein-like (APPL) in Drosophila. It is an
integral transmembrane protein with extra- cellular domains (Figure 2). In a diseased state, APP
generates amyloidogenic fragments through differential cleavage by enzymes.[7] The
physiological functions of APP remain less understood. Studies with transiently transfected cell
lines show that APP moderates cell survival, growth, and motility, along with neurite outgrowth
and functions, which are attrib- uted to the release of soluble ectodomains upon normal cleavage of APP.[13,14] The importance of APP has been highlighted by studies where neuronal
abnormalities have been reported in animals injected with APP RNAi,[15] and APP-ectodomain
intracerebral injections have shown improved cognitive func- tion and synaptic density.[16] APP
encodes type 1 transmem- brane glycoprotein, which is cleaved either via a nonamyloidogenic
pathway (normal state) or via an amyloi- dogenic pathway (diseased state).[17] APP releases
various polypeptides that arise possibly due to alternative splicing, glycosylation,
phosphorylation, or complex proteolysis.[18,19]
APP comprises 770 amino acids, of which Aβ includes 28 residues and an additional 14 residues
from the transmembrane domain of APP. At the cleavage site, α-secretase cleaves and secretes
large soluble ectodomain APPsα into the medium and the C-terminal fragment C83 is retained in
the membrane, which is further cleaved by γ- secretase at residue 711, releas- ing soluble P3
peptide. Alternatively, in a diseased state, abnormal cleavage is done by β-secretase releasing
truncated APPsβ and C-terminal fragment C99 is retained in the mem- brane and further cleaved
by γ-secretase, releasing insoluble Aβ peptides. Cleavage of both C83 and C99 by γ-secretase
releases the APP intracellular domain into the cytoplasm, which is soluble and translocates to
nuclei for further gene- expression function.[5]
Nonamyloidogenic pathway
APP undergoes constitutive and regulated cleavage. The α- secretase enzyme cleaves APP at
residues 16–17 of the Aβ domain and yield soluble and nonpathogenic precursors. In neurons,
ADAM10 and ADAM17 (metalloprotease) are considered the major α-secretases. Processing
by α-secretase and γ-secretase generates the small hydrophobic fragment p3, which is soluble
and has a role in normal synaptic signaling, but its exact functions are still to be elucidated. It
has been reported that cell-surface APP may get endocy- tosed as well, resulting in
endosomal production of Aβ, which leads to extracellular release and aggregation of Aβ. The
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α-secretase processing releases the large soluble ecto- domain APPsα, which acts a
neuroprotective factor and also has a role in cell–substrate adhesion. The presence of APPsα
associates with normal synaptic signaling and adequate synaptic plasticity, learning, memory,
emotional behavior, and neuronal survival. Further, sequential processing releases the APP
intracellular domain, which translocates into nuclei and facilitates nuclear signaling and geneexpression and -regulation pathways.[20]
Amyloidogenic pathway
APP is cleaved differently in the diseased state. Aβ is released from APP through sequential
cleavages by BACE-1, a membrane-spanning aspartyl protease with its active site situated in
lumen, and γ- secretase, an intramembrane aspartyl protease that is made up of four proteins:
presenilin, nicastrin, anterior pharynx-

Figure 2: An overview of the Aβ-pathogenesis hypothesis.
Note: Amino-acid sequence of the Aβ fragment and location of action of α-, β-, and γ-secretases
in diseased neurons within a diseased amyloidogenic pathway.
Abbreviation: Aβ, amyloid β. defective 1 (Aph1), and Psen2 complexed together.[21] This
complex contributes to the activity of γ-secretase, which produces insoluble and neurotoxic Aβ
fragments. β- secretase cleavage is the ﬁrst and rate-limiting step, making a cut at the Nterminus of Aβ. It removes the majority of the extracellular portion of the protein, leaving the
C-terminal of APP,[22] which is further cleaved at the C-terminus of Aβ, resulting in formation
of the Aβ oligomers that further poly- merize, forming aggregated plaques (Figure 3).
There are two main types of Aβ polymers that have direct a role in plaque formation and
induced neurotoxi- city: Aβ40 and Aβ42. Aβ40 is abundant and less neurotoxic than Aβ42,
which is less abundant, highly insoluble, severely neurotoxic, and more aggregation-prone
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and acts as a toxic building fraction of Aβ assembly. Aβ40/Aβ42 aggregation results in blocked
ion channels, altered cal-cium homeostasis, increased mitochondrial oxidative stress, and
diminished energy metabolism and glucose regulation, which contributes to deterioration of
neuronal health and ﬁnally to neuronal cell death.
Hyperphosphorylation of τ and AD
AD is also characterized by the presence of NFTs. These tangles are the result of
hyperphosphorylation of the micro- tubule-associated τ protein.[23] NFTs are fragments of paired
and helically wound protein ﬁlaments in the cell cytoplasm of neurons and also in their
processes. The τ protein has a microtubule-binding domain and coassembles with tubulin to
form matured and stable microtubules.[24,25] It has the capability of stabilizing microtubules and
forming intercon- necting bridges between contiguous microtubules to form a proper stable
network of microtubules and hold them together. When the τ protein comes into contact with the
kinases released, due to the abundance of Aβ in the environ- ment, it gets hyperphosphorylated.
Its hyperphosphorylation leads to its being oligomerized. The tubule gets unstable, due to
dissociation of tubule subunits, which fall apart and then convert into big chunks of τ ﬁlaments,
which further aggre- gate into NFTs. These NFTs are straight, ﬁbrillary, and highly insoluble
patches in the neuronal cytoplasm and processes, leading to abnormal loss of communication
between neurons and signal processing and ﬁnally apoptosis in neurons (Figure 4).[26] It has been
reported that soluble Aβ controls cleavage and phosphorylation of τ for NFT generation.[7]
Further, phosphorylation of τ is regulated by several kinases, including Glycogen Synthase
kinase 3 (GSK3β) and cyclin-dependent kinase 5 (CDK5) activated by extra- cellular Aβ.
Even

though

GSK3β

and

CDK5

are

primarily

responsible

kinases

for

τ

hyperphosphorylation, other kinases like Protein Kinase C, Protein Kinase A, ERK2, a
serine/threonine kinase, caspase 3, and caspase 9 have prominent roles too, which may be
activated by Aβ.[27]
GSK3β and CDK5 in AD
GSK3β regulates the cleavage of APP carboxyterminal fragments. Lithium and kenpaullone
(two GSK3 inhibi- tors) prevent GSK3 expression and contribute to inhibition of Aβ
production.[28] As such, GSK3 inhibitors might.
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Figure 3 Alternative splicing of APP in amyloidogenic and nonamyloidogenic pathways.
Note: Cleavage of APP by α- and γ-secretases in normal state and alternative cleavage by βand γ- secretases in diseased state.
Abbreviations: C83, 83-amino-acid carboxyterminal; C99, 99-amino-acid membrane-bound
fraction; AICD, APP intracellular domain.

Figure 4: Hyperphosphorylationof T.
Note: Mechanism by which τ hyperphosphorylation leads to instability of the microtubule
and ﬁnally microtubule subunits fall apart leading to formation of insoluble and big
neuroﬁbrillary tangles.
Abbreviation: Aβ, amyloid β.
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indirectly interfere with the generation of both Aβ plaques and tangles in AD.
GSK3β activity in mitochondria has been associated with increased oxidative stress.[29] As
such, GSK3β plays a signiﬁcant role in AD pathogenesis, contributing to Aβ production and
Aβ-mediated neuronal death by increasing τ hyperphosphorylation. Additionally, it has been
reported that τ phosphorylation gets affected by Aβ–CDK5 interac- tion. This interaction
leads to cleavage of adjacent pro- teins, releasing cleaved peptides with lower solubility and
longer half-lives, which may also phosphorylate distant proteins. Substantial research
focusing on identifying and classifying kinases accountable for pathogenic τ hyperphosphorylation points toward the primary pathogenic kinases GSK3β and CDK5, in addition to
mitogen-activated pro- tein kinase (MAPK), ERK1 and -2, MAP Kinase (MEK), microtubule
afﬁnity-regulating kinase (MARK), c-Jun NH (2)-terminal kinases (JNKs), p38, and PKA,
among others.[30,31] Abnormal processing of APP leads to secretion of Aβ, which affects
GSK3 kinases, leading phosphoryla- tion of the τ protein. This leads to aggregation of τ ﬁlaments that are insoluble and ﬁnally formation of huge masses of NFTs in neurons.[32]
Genetic mutations: presenilin 1 mutation and AD
APP is not the only gene associated with AD. Presenilin gene (PSEN1 and PSEN2), which
are part of the γ- secretase family, also mutate.[33] Moreover, AD patients may be predisposed
to PS1 mutation leading to familial AD at a young age.[34] The γ-secretase complex is made
up of four proteins: Psen1, Psen2, Aph1, and nicas- trin. Psen, an aspartyl protease, attributes
to the catalytic core of the complex. Psen2 facilitates the maturation of PSEN, whereas Aph1
stabilizes the complex.[35] Nicastrin acts as a receptor for γ-secretase substrates. There are 179
PSEN1 and 14 PSEN2 gene mutations that participate in early-onset autosomal-dominant AD.
These mutations favor production of more toxic forms of amyloid, eg, Aβ42 as opposed to
Aβ40, which contributes in disease progression.[36]
Epigenetics and AD
Epigenetics deals with the study of interactions between genes, expression of genotypes, and
various molecular pathways that modify genotype expression into respective phenotypes.[37]
Epigenetics exploring neurological diseases, neuroepigenetics, has developed fairly well and been
widely studied in CNS- associated diseases comprising learning, motor, behavior, and cognition
pathologies and disorders.[38,39] Epigenetics is impor- tant to understand the depth of effect of
environment or pater- nal genes, nutritional habits, trauma, stress or learning disabilities, exposure
to chemicals or drug addiction on DNA and resultant structural disturbances, mutations, or
www.wjpr.net
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changes.[40,41] The involvement of epigenetics has recently been explored in one of the most
complex aging-related neu- rological diseases — AD.[42] The onset of AD and its progress
involves a complex interplay of various factors like aging, genetic mutations, metabolic and
nutritional disorders, effect of and exposure to environmental variables, and most impor- tantly
the involvement of social factors.[43] There is a fair chance that factors in addition to aging, eg,
hypertension, diabetes, obesity, and inﬂammatory disorders, may have an effect on AD and be
inducing epigenetic changes as well or might induce AD-like pathogenesis at a young age.
Associations between DNA-methylation patterns in the brain and aging are possible[44] and have
been reported in various regions of the brain.[45] Since DNA epigenetic mechanisms have a role
in memory formation and its maintenance, just as decrease in DNA methylation deteriorates
neuronal plasticity, leading to memory loss, it is speculated that understanding of epigenetic
mechanisms is important to understand aging and associated complexities in AD patients.[46] In
addition to DNA methyla- tion, histone modiﬁcations may also play an important role. Studies
have explored histone acetylation in APP–PSEN1 double-mutant transgenic mice, where
impairment in associa- tive learning was connected to H4K14 histone-acetylation reduction.[47]
Additionally Histone deacetylase (HDAC) inhibi- tors also have an effect on Aβ production
and aggregation in AD mice. Studies involving their inhibitors, such as trichos- tatin A, valproic
acid, and vorinostat, are promising. Therefore, it becomes of the utmost importance to understand
epigenetic mechanisms involved in aging, in order to target AD- associated mechanisms and
complexities.[48]
Microglial inﬁltration during plaque formation leading to neurodegeneration
In addition to extracellular Aβ plaques and NFTs due to τ hyperphosphorylation, microglial
inﬁltration in response to these aggregates exacerbates AD pathogenesis. In addition to
plaques and tangles, a diversity of morphological var- iants of Aβ deposits is found in the AD
brain. Extracellular and intracellular Aβ and tangles cause extreme toxicity, resulting in
synaptic damage and increased reactive oxida- tive stress, which then leads to microglial
inﬁltration around the plaque areas. Microglia are resident phagocytes in the CNS and play a
vital role in the maintenance of neuronal plasticity and synapse remodeling.[49] Microglia get
activated by protein accumulation, which acts as a pathological trigger, migrate, and initiate
innate immun- responses (Figure 5).[50] Aβ plaques activate Toll-like receptors on microglia,
leading to microglial activation and secretion of proinﬂammatory cytokines and
chemokines.[50]
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In AD, microglia can bind to Aβ via cell-surface receptors, including SCARA1, CD36,
CD14, α6β1 integ- rin, CD47, and Toll-like receptors.[51,52] Following receptor binding,
microglia endocytose Aβ oligomers and NFT ﬁbrils, which are eliminated by endolysosomal
degrada- tion. Microglial proteases like neprilysin and insulin- degrading enzyme play major
roles in the degradation.[53] However, in severe cases of AD, microglial clearance of Aβ is
inefﬁcient, due to increased localized cytokine con- centrations, which downregulate the
expression of Aβ- phagocytosis receptors and decrease Aβ clearance.[54] One of the factors
behind compromised AD clearance by microglia is Triggering receptor expressed on myeloid
cells 2 (TREM2) mutation. TREM2 mutations are asso- ciated with increased AD severity.
TREM2 is a cell- surface receptor of the Ig superfamily highly expressed on microglia and
involved in mediating phagocytic clear- ance of neuronal debris. It also binds anionic
carbohy- drates, bacterial products, and phospholipids and transmits intracellular signals
through the associated trans- membrane adaptor DAP12[55] and further phosphorylation of
downstream mediators.[56]
During AD, a rare mutation of TREM2 (R47H) has been reported that plays a potent role in
aggravating the risk of developing AD.[57] This mutation leads to inability of the recep- tors to
clear Aβ from the CNS, contributing to Aβ accumula- tion and further intensiﬁcation of
pathogenesis in AD patients.

Figure 5: Mechanism of neuronal damage and Alzheimer's disease (AD) progression.
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Note: Extracellular and intracellular amyloid β and tangles cause extreme toxicity, resulting
in synaptic damage and increased reactive oxidative stress that then leads to microglial
inﬁltration around the plaque areas.
Aβ and HIV1-associated neurological disorders
Currently, disease-associated neurological disorders are the biggest area of concern. In this era
ofantiretroviral therapy (ART), with the increase number of aged HIV patients, the incidence of
dementia or other neurocognitive functions is increasing in aged patients when compared to
younger patients.[58] In AD, there are neurological dysfunctions due to abnormal accumulation of
extracellular Aβ produced by alter- nate cleavage of APP. This Aβ deposition is also reported to
occur in the cortices of HIV patients when compared to age- matched non-HIV controls.[59–62] The
increased AD-like indica- tions, with increased Aβ levels, during HIV infection are not well
understood. It is hypothesized that Aβ deposition may be a common factor aggravating in HIV1
infection, thus contribut- ing toward HIV1-associated neurocognitive disorders. If Aβ is the
common factor between AD and HIV1-disease scenarios, it becomes imperative to address
targeting oftheAβ pathway and end products with a single efﬁcacious drug molecule. With the
increase in aging in HIV patients, due to the introduction of ART, a signiﬁcantly higher occurrence
of dementia/neurocog- nitive dysfunctions has been observed in aged HIV1-infected individuals
than younger patients, and HIV1-associated demen- tia risk in these patients is three times that of
younger people.[58] The prevalence of HIV1-associated neurocognitive disorders is increasing, as
continuing ART medication causes subtle neuro- degeneration, especially in hippocampal neurons.
Additionally, increased Aβ deposition is characteristic of HIV1-infected brains, and it has been
hypothesized that brain vascular dys- function contributes to this phenomenon, with a critical role
suggested for the BBB in brain Aβ homeostasis.
State of the art: AD therapeutics
AD involves protein misfolding, which distorts cellular systems and neuronal death. Protein
misfolding results in either loss or toxic gain of function of a protein. This might occur due to
abnormal protein aggregation, upon which the protein no longer performs its normal role and fails
to be cleared by the cellular environment, leading to deleterious biological responses. There are
constant AD studies on inhibiting the production of mis- folding proteins and their aggregation and
spread to limit the toxicity caused by abnormal proteins.[63] The majority of AD- therapeutic
approaches are focused on reducing levels of toxic forms of Aβ and τ, the broad scope of
neurodegenerative processes underlying both early- and late-stage AD. Several drugs have been
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analyzed and have reached Phase I, II, and III clinical trials. Table 1 summarizes the drugs speciﬁc
to amyloid that are being studied and which target sufﬁciently fundamental and proximate
degenerative mechanisms.[64,65]
However, all these current therapeutic (eg, rivastigmine, galantamine, and donepezil) targets
appear secondary, and none is currently thought to be causally involved in the devel- opment of
AD. Therapy failure frequently occurs due to the unfavorable pharmacokinetics and
pharmacodynamics of drugs. Pharmacotherapy failure is the result of inadequate physical
chemistry of drugs (such as hydrophobicity), unfavor- able absorption by biological membranes,
unfavorable phar- macokinetic parameters (such as intense and plasma metabolism), instability of
drugs (oxidation, hydrolysis, or photolysis), and toxicity to tissue (hepatotoxicity, neurotoxi- city,
or kidney toxicity).
Several treatment strategies have been proposed and attempted for the removal of Aβ. Several
drugs are employed for Aβ degradation, but the majority of drugs that showed promising results in
in-vivo studies were not able to clear human clinical trials and failed, creating an urgent need to
develop new strategies. Many of the available drugs lose their efﬁcacy while crossing the BBB and
are minimally bioavailable in the brain. This requires a new area of study that expands into
efﬁcacious neuroprotective strategies speciﬁc to the CNS. NPs are intriguing candidates for this
purpose, because of their potential for multifunctionalization, enabling them to mimic the
physiological mechanisms of transport across the BBB. This barrier is an important physical fence
made of cells pro- tecting the brain from potential hazardous substances in the bloodstream;
however, it also prevents the passage of 98% of available neuropharmaceuticals and diagnostics.
Diagnostics for AD: labeling and imaging
Current AD diagnosis is primarily based on neuropsycho- logical testing. A clinical diagnosis
of AD requires neu- roimaging and monitoring accepted biomarkers, eg, concentrations of
Aβpeptides (Aβ1–42:Aβ1–40 ratio) as well as total and hyperphosphorylated τ (Thr181 and
Thr231) proteins in the CSF. Amyloid oligomers and pla- que accumulation can also be
imaged with

18

F-ﬂorbetapir (or alternatively 11C Pittsburgh compound B) positron- emission

tomography (PET) but nonlinear association between Aβ content in CSF and PET scans
remains of concern. However, CSF sampling is relatively invasive and is not always well
tolerated or feasible in a number of elderly patients. Noninvasive imaging methods, such as
ﬂudeoxyglucose PET, which gives insights into brain metabolism, are of great clinical utility.
Indeed, altered
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Table 1: Drugs speciﬁc to amyloid that target fundamental and proximate degenerative
mechanisms.
Agents
Aducanumab
Albumin + immunoglobulin
AZD3293 (LY3314814)
CAD106
CNP520
E2609
Gantenerumab
Nilvadipine
Solanezumab
ATP
Atomoxetine
AZD0530 (saracatinib)
Crenezumab
JNJ54, -861, -911
Posiphen
Sargramostim (GM-CSF)
UB311
Valacyclovir
Aducanumab
KHK6640
Lu AF20513
LY2599666 + solanezumab
NGP 555
MK8931 (verubecestat)

Trials
Phase I
Phase I
Phase I
Phase I
PhaseI
PhaseI
PhaseI
PhaseI
PhaseI
PhaseII
PhaseII
PhaseII
PhaseII
PhaseII
PhaseII
PhaseII
Phase II
Phase II
PhaseIII
PhaseIII
PhaseIII
PhaseIII
PhaseIII
Phase III

Target
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid
Antiamyloid

Action
Monoclonal antibody
Polyclonal antibody
BACE1 inhibitor
Amyloid vaccine
BACE inhibitor
BACE inhibitor
Monoclonal antibody
Calcium-channel blocker
Monoclonal antibody
Amyloid misfolding and toxicity
Adrenergic uptake inhibitor
Kinase inhibitor
Monoclonal antibody
BACE inhibitor
Selective inhibitor of APP production
Amyloid removal
Monoclonal antibody
Antiviral agent
Monoclonal antibody
Amyloid-aggregation inhibitor
Polyclonal antibody
Monoclonal antibody combination
γ-secretase modulator
BACE inhibitor

cerebral metabolism (hyper- and hypometabolism) has been associated with different stages
of AD. Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) at increasing ﬁeld strength and resolution is
another helpful, noninvasive approach for identiﬁcation of functional abnormalities. MRI is
utilized for detection and identiﬁcation of amyloid plaques utiliz- ing iron oxide NPs as
contrast agents or tagged with ﬂuorescent probes to make detection efﬁcient.[66] These iron
oxide NPs are reported to bind to N terminal of Aβ, aiding their imaging. Additionally,
nonﬂuorescent or ﬂuorescent rhodamine tagged γFe2O3 NPs have been reported to label Aβ
ﬁbrils selectively and remove them from solubilized Aβ, by employing external magnetic
ﬁeld.[67,68] In addition to iron NPs, there have been reports of polystyrene-block-poly (n-butyl
cyanoacrylate) NPs encapsulating thioﬂavin T to target Aβ.[69] Gold NPs have been used in
MRI as contrasting agents to study structural stages in Aβ self-assembly[70] and ﬂuorescent
semiconduc- tor nanocrystals (quantum dots) for labeling.[71]
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For sensing soluble forms of Aβ from CSF, an ultrasen- sitive NP-based biobarcode system
that speciﬁcally detects soluble oligomers with the aid of oligonucleotide (DNA barcode)modiﬁed AuNPs and magnetic microparticles functionalized with monoclonal/polyclonal
antibodies have been used,[72] as well as electrochemical sensing utilizing click chemistry,
which involves AuNPs and assembled monolayers thereon to interact with Aβ peptide,[73] and
ultra- sensitive electrical detection for Aβ1–42 using scanning tun- neling microscopy.[74] These
recently achieved technological and conceptual achievements have considerably improved
AD diagnosis. Once AD is diagnosed, the thera- peutic choice concerns the treatments that
are only disease- modifying and offer relatively limited beneﬁt.
Need for nanotechnology as a therapeutic strategy across the BBB
There are promising drugs against Aβ toxicity,[75] but in order to explore their maximum
effect on CNS cells, there is a need of nanocarriers to be employed. Availability of drugs in
the CNS is the major issue faced in the ﬁeld of therapeutics against AD. The main reason is
the presence of a fully functional semiperme- able BBB, which poses as an obstacle for
transmigration of neurotherapeutic molecules (like drugs, peptides, vectors, and molecules)
across it, into the CNS. The BBB and its selective transport of molecules into the brain
oppose efﬁcacious delivery of therapeutic agents. In addition, the BBB also negatively affects
drug efﬁ- cacy and tolerance, because large doses of drugs are needed to reach levels above
the minimum effective concentration in the brain. Nanotechnology inclusive of
nanoparticulate systems offer an opportunity to over- come such problems and can be used as
Trojan-horse systems for transporting active molecules across the BBB (Figure 6), thus
reducing toxicity and improving therapeutic efﬁcacy.[76,77]
The use of drugs in nanoplatforms or nanodevices results in enhancement of their
pharmacokinetics and pharmacody- namics, as well as reduces the toxicity. An essential aspect
in nanomedicine development is the delivery of drugs and con- trolled release of drugs into
disease sites. Therefore, the effectiveness of a treatment can be increased by incorporat- ing
nanotechnology-based drug-delivery systems. These new
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Figure 6: Semipermeable blood–brain barrier and transmigration route of the
nanoparticles (NPs).
platforms aim to improve bioavailability across the BBB, pharmacokinetics, and
pharmacodynamics of drugs while reducing their side effects.
In brief, recent nanotechnology advancements propose effective diagnostic and therapeutic
options. Targeted drug delivery with the aid of NPs 100 nm in size can effectively increase
drug bioavailability across the BBB into the CNS with minimal or no side effects.
Furthermore, these nano- materials are designed to be biocompatible, hence redu- cing
toxicity, plus with the advancement in their magnetic and optical properties, they may be
efﬁcient alternative agents for an early diagnosis.[78] The delivery of saxagliptin via
dipeptidyl peptidase 4 enzyme–inhibitor molecules is now being explored for its activity in
the therapy of AD, with the aid of a chitosan–L-valine conjugate used to prepare NPs
encapsulating saxagliptin. These NPs are stable and crossed the BBB efﬁciently.[79]
Furthermore, one of the most efﬁcient nanocarriers is magnetoelectric NPs (MENPs), which
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have been studied well for their potency in delivering drugs across the BBB noninvasively
and on-demand release of drugs to target areas without adverse effects. The on-demand
release feature is really important, as it ensures delivery of exact amounts of drugs, which is
efﬁcacious physiologically without caus- ing toxicity.[80–83] Their applications in drug
delivery have been well reported in the ﬁeld of neuroAIDS and AD.[83–86] Research interest in
nanotherapeutics, ie, utilizing nanocarriers to carry drugs across the BBB, is growing
continuously and positively, as these NPs aid efﬁcient drug-delivery systems. The advantages
of NPs over plain drugs or microdrug systems are many, including bigger surface area
(higher drug loading) and a diverse range of biomaterials, organic (natural or synthetic
polymers), and inorganic (metals) compounds for NP production. The interaction between the
drug moiety and NPs is diverse. It can be covalent binding, the presence of an ionic surface
charge (ionic binding), direct adsorption, or surface bind- ing, and entrapment of the drug. NP
surfaces can be modiﬁed as well to aid drug binding, such as with PEGylation, which is the
process of covalent/noncovalent amalgamation of polyethylene glycol (PEG) to the
surface.[87–91] Additionally, they increase target speciﬁcity via ligand binding. NPs can be
modiﬁed and imbued with unique physicochemical properties, ie, the addition of metal or
electrical attributes, like MENPs, which facili- tates drug transport across the BBB, on
demand with the introduction of externally applied electric or magnetic ﬁelds, increasing the
drug delivery severalfold. NPs can have their surface charges altered to interact with the BBB
(negatively charged), hence introducing ionic interaction or pull toward the BBB. This charge
alteration increases the drug-loading capacity of NPs and aids in on-demand release of the
drugs.
MENPs are one of the most effective NP types for noninvasive and image-guided
personalized therapy against CNS diseases. They have a unique magnetoelectric actuation
effect, which allows longitudinal noninvasive monitoring utilizing MRI,[92,93] contributing to
image- guided therapy. In addition, liposomal NPs are also potent candidates in drug delivery,
as they can be easily surface- modiﬁed, facilitating loading of both the hydrophilic and
hydrophobic drugs, and aid sustained release across the BBB. They can also be tagged with
ﬂuorescent lipids, which can help in image-guided therapy by being able to be observed under
microscopy. Plasmonic carbonnano– tube–based systems against CNS diseases have been
well studied.
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Challenges for clinical translation
With the advent of NPs, various types, such as gold NPs, metal NPs, silver NPs, silica,
hydrogels, liposomes, and magnetic NPs, are being employed in drug-delivery studies at a
rapid rate. NPs are being explored for CNS drug delivery at the clinical level. The US Food
and Drug Administration (FDA) and National Institutes of Health are supporting the concept
of personalized nano-medicine, which may usher in a revolution in drug delivery across the
BBB, contributing to better health care and more oppor- tunities to combat CNS diseases.[94]
The success of preclini- cal studies on CNS nanomedicine[95–98] may act as a base to examine
these strategies at a clinical level to test biocom- patibility, toxicity, efﬁcacy, availability at the
human-patient level. Clinical translation of these NPs against CNS diseases at the patient level
depends on a lot of factors, eg, patient diversity, genetic and environmental effects,
combination of multiple diseases, toxicity, efﬁcacy, and bioavailability in the brain. Based on
the patient-disease proﬁle, these NPs can be designed and modiﬁed to provide personalized
nano- medicine, which can be more beneﬁcial to the individual. This requires proper
understanding of the disease mechan- ism, and even predictive methods utilizing
bioinformatics can be utilized to understand disease progression and then design the
therapeutic accordingly. With respect to CNS therapy, several studies have highlighted the
importance of nanotechnology application for disease diagnosis, drug delivery, and theranostic
application. Though, the majority of current research is at the preclinical level, the success of
these preclinical and in vivo studies provides promising potential to be translated to clinical
levels. Safety, efﬁcacy, and regulatory issues are the major challenges for the pro- gression of
personalized nanomedicine to treat CNS dis- eases clinically. Novel methods like ultrasoundmediated BBB disruption by opening the BBB noninvasively apply- ing external stimulation
like focused ultrasound or electro- magnetic ﬁelds can be promising, but these methods may
result in side effects like neurobehavioral distortions or induced infection from entry of
unwanted molecules during forced opening of the BBB.[99] Therefore, controlled para- meters
of these stimulations are very critical at clinical levels, as not only can they modulate the
intrinsic properties of the introduced NPs by heating them or modifying their surfaces they
can also disrupt the homeostasis of the CNS by disturbing BBB permeability, causing inward
ﬂow of unwanted circulating molecules into the CNS, leading to neurotoxicity, dysfunction,
immunohyperactivation, inﬂam- mation, release of reactive oxygen species, synaptic damage,
and oxidative stress, contributing to fatal neuronal injury.[96,97] Therefore, even though
nanotechnology-based research is promising, it has a long way to go to be trans- lated from
bench to bedside therapy. There is an urgent need to addressing the issues of toxicity,
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bioavailability, pharma- cokinetics, clearance, and metabolism of NPs for successful clinical
trials. There challenges, highlighted by the FDA, focus on biodistribution of NPs, modes of
administration, ability of NPs to carry multiple drugs, efﬁcacious transmi- gration across the
BBB, risk assessments, toxicity, stan- dards, safety, procedures, and validation.[100] The quest
to address the biocompatibility issues, surface functionaliza- tion, endosomal entrapment,
enzymatic degradation, and off-targeting issues is ongoing through the introduction of surface
functionalization, preservation strategies to mini- mize side effects of external stimulation, and
maintaining the availability of drugs in the CNS for longer periods. Progression toward
personalized nanomedicine is challen- ging, but it is critical for successful future clinical
trials to make nanotherapeutics available at the patient level.
Summary and future perspectives
AD is a neurodegenerative disease affecting people world- wide. Clinically, it is characterized
by the presence of extra- cellular amyloid plaques and intracellular NFTs, resulting in neuronal
dysfunction. Amyloid aggregation happens due to differential cleavage of APP sequentially by
β-secretase and γ-secretase, leading to release of extracellular Aβ40/Aβ42. AD is also
characterized by the presence of NFTs. These tangles are the result of hyperphosphorylation of
the microtubule-associated protein τ. GSK3 and CDK5 are the kinases primarily responsible
for phosphorylation of τ. In addition to plaque and tangle aggregation, microglial aggregation at the site also plays a vital role in triggering innate immunoresponses against
aggregation. A rare mutation paralyzes the regular functioning of microglial surface recep-tors,
contributing to AD intensiﬁcation. Understanding all these factors and then designing
therapeutics speciﬁc to targeting them is the need of the hour.
AD is one of the most common neurodegenerative diseases today, but unfortunately[101] there is no
cure available currently. Several treatments are being employed to combat the cognitive and
behavioral deﬁcits associated with AD. Development of a targeted efﬁcacious therapeutic approach
against AD is still in its developmental stage, and thus the need of the hour is to look at cellular
factors closely associated with disease pathogenesis and target these for improvement of quality of
life for AD patients. Cellular factors discussed in this paper, like Aβ, APP, secretases, CDK5, and
GSK3β, could be key targets for a therapeutic approach. It is of the utmost importance to understand the limitations of drug bioavailability in the CNS due to the tightly controlled permeability of
the BBB. Drugs that target Aβsynthesis or suppress formation of NFTs can stop or reverse AD.
Nano medicine offers an attractive approach to delivering drugs across the BBB.[85,86,102,103]
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Nanotechnology pertains to nanosized drug molecules and their efﬁcient delivery and controlled
release in the brain by external magnetic ﬁelds, which could be a promising factor in therapeutics
for AD. The need of the hour is to unravel the mechanisms of the genesis of AD, its early
detection using state-of-the-art biosening devises, speciﬁc targeting of the molecules associated
with the disease's manifestation, and efﬁcient delivery of optimum drugs to the brain using novel
nanotechnology approaches. Further, studies of comorbidities of AD with other diseases or viral
infections are also very important to understand and exploit therapeutic approaches.
Abbreviations
AD, Alzheimer’s disease; Aβ, Amyloid β; BBB, blood– brain barrier; CNS, central nervous
system; CSF, cere- brospinal ﬂuid; NFTs, neuroﬁbrillary tangles; PCD, pro- teinconformational disease.
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